This study is based on the analysis of some rare audio recordings from the first organized group tour of olim (Jewish immigrants in Israel) from northern Morocco, to their former hometowns in Morocco. The tour was organized in 1987 by MABAT, the principal émigré association of northern Moroccans in Israel during the 1980s. I compare this 'free-style'-oral audio source with related printed-edited narratives, written by MABAT before and after the tour, showing an evolving tension between two forms of narration: the expected ethnic-oriented narration among individuals travelling together as MABAT members; and other 'extra-ethnic' narratives, encompassing contrasting spontaneous recollections from their childhood in Morocco. The conclusions reveal the often organized nature of vocally expressed ethnic voices; and the dynamic social environments that such voices represent, both before and after aliyah (immigration). The study offers a methodological and theoretical contribution to scholarship on ethnicity formation in Israel.
Introduction
I think I could say without being mistaken too much that . . . visiting the [Jewish] cemeteries and zorear [praying at saintly tombs] . . . was without doubt one of the peak moments of this trip.1
With these words, Abraham Benabu concluded his impression from his first organized group tour to his former Moroccan hometown Tangier. After more than twenty years of residency in Israel he had not been back there. At the time, Abraham was the treasurer of MABAT (Hebrew acronym for Mifgash Bnei Tangir, 'Reunion of Tangier's Natives'), the principal émigré association of northern Moroccans in Israel, which had organized the tour to northern Morocco in July 1987. Abraham expressed those impressions in 'travel notes' published a few years later in the MABAT Revista, the association's main publication organ.2 Much of the scholarly and popular discourse concerning 'voices from the past' among olim from Arab and Muslim countries-that is, expressions of attachment to their culture of origin like the one expressed by Abrahamtended to depict these immigrants as persons still retaining their continuing and absolute, pre-immigration identities. Broadly speaking, until the late 1970s, a predominant Israeli national narrative perpetuating Israel's national 'melting pot' ethos attributed any multiple ethnic voices that contrasted with it to a slow ongoing process of assimilation into Israel's modern society. It was seen as particularly true for olim from non-European countries, as the representatives of the 'backward' and 'traditional-ethnic' element of Jewish society.3 Beginning in the 1980s, a critical approach began to challenge this view by highlighting 'innate' inequalities between hegemonic Ashkenazim4 and marginalized Mizrahim,5 supposedly structured in the Eurocentric Zionist venture. According to this view, it was the inequality that led the Mizrahim to actively silence their unique cultural voice; and thus, re-voicing it in Israel was seen as the correction of an historic injustice.6
Seen from the perspective of an erupting ethnic tension, ethnic voices from the past became mostly an embodiment of stable but silenced identities that one had to struggle in order to re-voice. In this connection, many studies on ethnicity formation in Israel focused mainly on the reasons for the voicing and silencing of Mizrahi voices. In so doing, they left only marginal space for exploring the dynamic nature of these voices: the historical pre-immigration societies that such voices represented, and/or the dynamic post-immigration environments and circumstances in which they came to be re-voiced. This short article is part of my ongoing broader exploration of the evolution of ethnic identities among Jews from Arab and Muslim countries, and seeks to point up their dynamic nature.7
This study is based on nine hours of audio recordings from the first organized visit of MABAT's members back home in Morocco in the summer of 1987.8 I compare this unedited source material with various edited, published sources, including the MABAT Revista, a 108-page review that summarized the association's activities over the past decade on the occasion of its tenth anniversary (1989) (1990) , and several earlier brochures and letters containing personal memoirs, articles, and announcements and summaries of MABAT's activities, distributed among its members during the 1980s. This combination of sources allows me to contextualize the narratives and understand their dynamic nature. I start by exploring the character of MABAT and its activities, being the main social framework within which Jewish natives of northern Morocco came to narrate recollections from their past in Morocco in adherence to a unified, ethnic-oriented narrative in Israel of the 1980s and early 1990s.9 I then examine how individuals who traveled to their former hometowns as MABAT members witnessed the welling up of other pre-immigration voices, reflecting forgotten 'extra-ethnic' experiences that did not match the expected form of ethnic narration within MABAT. The conclusions reveal the dynamic nature of ethnic-oriented narration and contextualize it vis-à-vis 'extra-ethnic' voices, encompassing any voice that went beyond the typical discourse within the ethnic narrative's borders.
MABAT and Its Reconstructed Ethnic Narrative
The The declared purposes of MABAT were fourfold: a) to maintain contact between the natives of the "former Spanish zone;" b) to preserve, "before it is too late," their unique cultural, religious and folkloric patrimony; c) to collect cultural material; and d) to preserve the dialect of Haketia, a local JudeoSpanish dialect, spoken daily by the majority of Jews in northern Morocco until the mid-nineteenth century.12 Through its publications, the association presented itself as the main framework within which a northern Moroccan native living in Israel could relate to his or her past. For instance, some of MABAT's slogans included: "Do not let yesterday expire; it is our foundation today," or "Without a past, one cannot formulate a present. Come closer to your community! MABAT!"13 Reading MABAT's written sources, one cannot overlook the association's clear and comprehensive tendency to closely associate the group's collective past with an idealized image of a flourishing, pious Judeo-Spanish community. Historically, during the mid-1900s, most Jews in northern Morocco's central cities, Tangier and Tétouan, had spent most of their pre-migration day-to-day routine among Europeans as well as Muslims. Many attended nonJewish European schools, shared working and dwelling milieus with non-Jews, became friends with them, and adopted some of their customs, occasionally some that were considered immoral within ethnic Jewish circles, such as violating the kosher dietary laws or attending Christian feasts.14 Nonetheless, the MABAT Revista encompassed narratives dealing in the main with generous Jewish philanthropists, respected communal leaders, flourishing Jewish educational institutions, the need for a strong Zionist affinity, and Sephardic folklore and musical traditions, and the like. In one case, Amram Luke, an active member of MABAT, narrated a story designed to glorify the religious scholars and great rabbis of Tangier, thereby instilling in the readers a sense of Jewish pious community that resonated from their past into the present.15
Consequently, MABAT's narrative was 'Judaizing' and 'Sephardicizing' the image of northern Morocco: it tended to mask elements from historical and day-to-day contacts with non-Jews, local Muslims and European Christians alike. The MABAT Revista stated, for instance, that Jews had been natural inhabitants of Morocco in a time much earlier than the arrival of the Arabs.16 More importantly, in Israel of the 1980s, MABAT was the main body that triggered the revival of the ancient local Judeo-Spanish dialect of Haketia. Historically, during the 1900s, this local ethnic dialect was rapidly vanishing among many Jews as their daily language underwent a process of 're-Hispanicization'-that is an adjustment of Semitic components in Haketia to modern Spanish phonetics, grammar and the general way of pronunciation. Within this context of transformation, the generation that would comprise MABAT members had encountered Haketia mostly among their parents and within the deep ethniccommunal spheres.17
MABAT's concentration on the revival of Haketia perhaps represented most clearly the evolving gap between the broader pre-migration history and its post-migration ethnic-oriented representation. MABAT encouraged olim from northern Morocco to recall and document memories regarding the dialect and submit them to be published. For example, while encouraging individuals to send in traditional recipes for a contest it organized, MABAT specifically asked the participants to recall anecdotes about the dish using Haketic terminology rather than simply "modernized" [sic] Spanish variants, as they would most naturally do otherwise.18 Furthermore, MABAT's narrative comprising an idealized Judeo-Spanish ethnic past could in practical terms imbue its own activities with a sense of continuous communal life in Israel. For instance, the question "What was our community like?" which appeared in the MABAT Revista was followed by an additional question: "What were its concerns, and what have we been able to reproduce, here, today?"21 The next thirty-seven pages provided the anticipated 'answers' to these questions regarding the connection between ethnic past and ethnic present. For instance, MABAT published its plans to resume the 'tradition' back in Morocco of donating to the Jewish National Fund, by planting a forest, named after MABAT, in Israel in 1989.22 In order to receive funds and also to imbue its activities with an image of scientific support, MABAT collaborated with academic institutions and with scholars dedicated to exploring aspects of the ethnic past. This collaboration, which helped to forge MABAT's network, should not be taken for granted: MABAT members often would have to travel some distance in order to take part in communal activities. Moreover, they had to shift from their day-to-day routine into an ethnic state of mind, masking aspects of their extra-ethnic past and present along the way.
In order to understand this transition, we need to look at some extraethnic narratives outside MABAT's representative but restrictive framework of narration.
Some sources reveal behaviors that would expose the gap between MABAT's reconstructed ethnic image of the past and the way many individuals remembered their life routine in Morocco separately, outside MABAT's ad-hoc network. For instance, in an interview conducted in Israel in 2010 with Simi, a Alegría Bendelac, who lived in the U.S., mentioned in her 1987 memoir that despite her father's objection, her mother used to buy her a small present at Christmas time. Her mother handed it to her at a special type of ceremony, since she did not want her daughters to feel deprived in front of their nonJewish classmates.
In the 1940s and 1950s in northern Morocco, many individuals oscillated in their life routine between ethnic-communal (Judeo-Spanish) spheres of identification, and extra-ethnic (colonial and Moroccan) spheres, representing their other local identities. The same was true in Israel, where one would 'became ethnic' only on certain occasions. However, in Israel of the 1980s, unlike Morocco of the 1940s and 1950s, under circumstances of dispersion, most gathering opportunities as a self-defined ethnic collective were organized by MABAT. They thereby were subjected to MABAT's ethnic-oriented activities, discourses and narratives. Thus, while gathering as a community, many Jewish natives of northern Morocco referred to their past in clear ethnic terms that masked much of their pre-immigration life experience.
Consequently, some MABAT members occasionally struggled to recall ethnic voices. The musicologist Dr. Weich-Shahak stated that she had to work hard in order to retrieve Haketic utterances, melodies and lyrics from her informants, since, with the passage of time, these voices had become vague memories, even in Morocco.28 Moreover, at times MABAT's ethnic orientation exposed some of its members, even the most active ones, to unfamiliar voices from 'their own' past.
For instance, the MABAT Revista published an article concerning a 'traditional' custom among the Jews of Tétouan to place a 'matesha,' a swing, in their patios after Passover. According to the article, the custom had a social function, enabling young, unmarried girls to meet potential husbands. The article was accompanied by the publication of a sporadic romance, known as "The Matesha Songs," which, according to the author, was commonly sung in the northern Moroccan city of Tétouan.29 In an interview held several decades later with the author Gladys Pimienta, who was an active MABAT member and had spent most of her teenage years in northern Morocco, she remarked with great honesty: "Many of the songs I have collected here [namely, in Israel] ,30 including this one, I had never heard of in Morocco, nor did my mother, I think [smiling] ."31 Likewise, Prof. Ya'acov Bentolila, a Tétouan native who became the leading scholar in research on Haketia, asserted that most Haketic verbs and words came to his attention only in the 1980s, when he started conducting his research into the dialect.32 According to him, the stimulus for his academic interest in Haketia was one of MABAT's gatherings in 1983, to which he had been invited to lecture on the dialect as a philologist who was also a Tétouan native.33 Earlier, he dedicated his academic career to research on Hebrew linguistics, but since then much of his scholarship had focused on Haketia in addition.34 Ya'acov's and Gladys' honest statements were part of their own personal narratives regarding their past. In retrospect, these statements reflect the boundaries of MABAT's ethnic narrative in the 1980s.
Re-encountering Morocco as MABAT Members
In July 1986, King Hassan II opened the borders of Morocco to visits of Israeli citizens. The initiative led to organized tour groups which were characterized by clusters of close friends and/or small familial groups who visited typical tourist sites, in addition to family graves and saint tombs and other Jewish According to MABAT's plans, as reflected in the handouts given to the participants, the tour was obviously designed to create an ethnic-oriented experience for the participants. The program included meetings with community leaders, prayers, a visit to local cemeteries, and tours to the former typical 'Jewish areas' of Tangier and Tétouan. By chance or not, the visit to Tangier, the largest northern Moroccan city from which most MABAT members came, was scheduled over a weekend, between Wednesday evening and Saturday night. In such a way the activities could stimulate voices of recollection from ethnic events on the Sabbath. On Friday night, a festive arvit (evening prayer) at the local synagogue and a traditional Sabbath eve dinner were scheduled. On Saturday morning, the organizers planned an adafina and horrisa meal (two traditional longer-cooked stews, customarily eaten on the Shabbat) at the hotel, and a meeting with community leaders. Sunday was dedicated to the "visiting of ancient places and, of course, to the tradition of zorear [visit of graves] of our beloved ones." On Monday, the group visited the famous Rabbi's tomb in Ouazzane, on the outskirts of Tétouan and Tangier.36
Dr. Weich-Shahak, who joined the excursion as an academic escort, encouraged the participants to recall ethnic anecdotes, such as romances and stories in Haketia, as well as other ethnic customs. Such ethnic anecdotes indeed arose, as people stimulated and facilitated each other's recollections. Seemingly, this form of collective recollection usually took place within segregated communal buildings or within the private bus that had been hired for them. For instance, during the trip to the Jewish cemetery in Ouazzane, Dr. Weich-Shahak managed to encourage the travelers to join in the singing of several religious melodies, mainly with the assistance of a rabbi who had joined the group.37 On the bus, two siblings narrated aloud a story about their grandmother who, according to their account, was a famous midwife in the service of Tangier's community.38 Another participant, stimulated by a conversation with Dr. Weich-Shahak, attempted to link his family's origins to the Spanish city of Albacete in medieval Spain.39
However, the re-encounter of MABAT members with their forgotten childhood's landscapes during the trip obviously provided endless opportunities for the emergence of voices that would potentially go beyond the MABAT ethnicoriented collective narrative. Thus, while the main idea behind Dr. WeichShahak's initiative to record parts of the trip was to collect ethnic-oriented material, the vast body of recordings also enabled a sufficient glimpse into 'contrasting' voices. In this connection, the recordings also allow a glimpse into the individuals' transformation back into an ethnic state of mind once a 'crossing' of the narrative's boundary was identified.
First of all, the recordings illustrate the predictable: that re-encountering forgotten sights caused great excitement among natives of northern Morocco, who spontaneously began to speak about their childhood experiences, memories that were not central to MABAT's planned narrative. For example, after a long ride on the bus, upon entering Tangier, the audio recording corroborated that enthusiastic remarks were uttered each time a long-forgotten site was spotted: "Here is the park where we used to sit . . . oh, God;" "There's the Cine Goya [movie theatre] where we used to go!;" "There's the Emsalleh [then a Muslim neighborhood]!;" "Wasn't the Galerie Lafayette [department store] here?" These comments represented just a few among many other such remarks that would be seen as 'less significant' memories and experiences from the perspective of MABAT's ethnic narrative.
More interestingly, the recording illustrated a form of 'inappropriate' voices that not only did not match MABAT's form of narration but even contrasted with it. For instance, a few songs recollected from childhood were bawdy, childishly mentioning sexual relations and sex organs. Sounds of giggling in the background reveal that this sort of narration, in front of Dr. Weich-Shahak, cause some participants to feel embarrassed. The extra-ethnic songs evoked some intimate conversations about life routines in northern Morocco's colonial cities. Among the stories, a woman started narrating about her participation in New Year's celebrations. She mentioned that she had "a good-looking Christian friend." At this point, the recording suddenly stops for some unknown reason. The recording resumed a moment later, capturing an unfolding narrative about common local childhood games.
Later on, a man from the group came to narrate recollections of Jewish celebrations, including the bar mitzvah ceremony. Then, he was diverted by a remark by his (female) compatriot who asked about "what happened in the 64 Moreno European Journal of Jewish Studies 9 (2015) 52-68 night before." The narrator then revealed the existence of a common 'tradition' among adolescents to gather together in order to play cards, smoke, and then use the services of a street prostitute in the city on the eve before the religious ceremony of bar mitzvah took place at the synagogue.40 There are no written documents regarding this adolescent custom; yet it was one 'unnarrated' story within MABAT's social frame, that exposed narratives from the pre-immigration past, narrated in first-person plural, like many of MABAT's ethnic narratives.
In another incident, unfolding in the midst of a discussion concerning nicknames, which took place at a café in the center of Tangier, a few participants associatively recalled a song sung on Christmas eve, entitled "La Noche Buena." Other participants joined in singing along another Spanish Christmas song, "Todos le llevan al Niño." Surprised by these incidents, Dr. Weich-Shahak, wondered who used to sing these songs and whether it was a marginal phenomenon. Several recorded members of MABAT replied immediately and unanimously that it had been a common custom among "all Jews." One participant felt the need to explain to Dr. Weich-Shahak that the songs used to be part of their childhood leisure culture in northern Morocco, when they used to participate in a street festival called 'comparsa' during the Christmas season.41
Even more instructive was the trigger that eventually stopped the cheerful singing and abruptly halted the collective narratives about this shared nonJewish, extra-ethnic tradition among northern Moroccan natives. It was a remark in a low voice noting that the rabbi was present. The singer then immediately apologized, using the Hebrew expression: "sliha, sliha! " ['Sorry, sorry!'].
Analyzing the subtext of this occurrence may reveal how such songs were seen as inappropriate within certain contexts. These behaviors were in fact 'inappropriate,' because within the given social context, MABAT's members were expected to express a completely different voice from their past as an ethnic group. Spontaneous, extra-ethnic recollections shared by many were a prime example of an erupting broader hybrid collective narrative, cut short by its existence within the ethnic framework within which the trip was organized. Thus, the extra-ethnic story stimulated a re-entry into the ethnic state of mind: one woman told a story about the generosity of Tangier's Jewish community, which hosted Jewish European refugees during the Second World War.
Seemingly, for many participants the ethnic-oriented form of narration constituted something that indeed represented their collective past, albeit one that also embodied an irony within the context of the trip. The irony was that ' Inappropriate ' Voices from the Past European Journal of Jewish Studies 9 (2015) 52-68 these stories, regardless of their centrality to MABAT's organized tour, sometimes reflected only a minor fraction of their recollections, and therefore were marginal to their collective experience upon re-encountering forgotten landscapes. Therefore, the situation evoked humorous gestures that attempted to reduce the resulting tension between the two forms of collective narration.
For instance, the recordings reflected a repetitive tendency to accentuate Haketia's typical pronunciation, or Haketic phrases, with jocularity. Some people imitated with amusement the guttural phonetics of the ancient idiom, which sounded rather peculiar to a modern ear used to Castilian Spanish, as they themselves were.42 In one incident, a woman from Tétouan mentioned that in her family, there were five girls. Another member interrupted her words, jocularly shouting: "Never say five, say 'your hand.' " The latter was a phrase reflecting the traditional superstition to avoid using the word 'five' directly, as it might cause bad luck. The comment invoked collective laughter due to the appearance of this ethnic memory that was probably viewed as odd in retrospect. At that moment, the woman, who had been speaking modern Spanish, noticeably altered her intonation, replying in Haketic style: "Yes, to flee from the evil eye" ("Sí, para escapar del 'ayin ha-ra' "). While uttering the sentence, she accentuated the guttural phonetics in a typical Haketic way, causing laughter among others.
Subsequently, during the ride to the saintly rabbi's tomb in Ouazzane, one of the participants spontaneously made a traditional ululation kind of highpitched howl. In response, another participant was recorded commenting jokingly about this spontaneous gesture: "[It's] like the black people of Africa . . ."43 In another incident, one participant interrupted an attempt to tell Dr. WeichShahak how Tangier had deteriorated because the Jews had left by loudly singing a modern Spanish (non-Jewish) song called "Desde que tú te fuiste" ('Since You Left'). Several people joined in the singing, interrupting the woman's ethnic narrative. Such interruptions constituted per se a form of collective narration. It highlighted the clear gaps between the ethnic narrative and the extra-ethnic experiences and their forms of narration, and thus the dynamic nature of expressed ethnic identities.
As it would appear, during the trip, extra-ethnic memories contrasted with the image of Morocco reconstructed among the group within the ethnic context, but were much more emotional, probably because they had been slowly erased from the collective memory during the years in Israel. Now for the first 42 Ibid. 43 Ibid., Y-05697-c.
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European Journal of Jewish Studies 9 (2015) 52-68 time, sometimes after decades away from Morocco, some olim could experience them together, as a group, within their new communal framework.
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Back to Israel A comparison of narratives, and other expressed voices overheard on the audio recordings with the impressions that MABAT chose to share from the trip through its subsequent publication make the gap between the ethnic and extra-ethnic narratives highly apparent. Abraham Benabu, the treasurer of MABAT, who had participated in the trip (an enthusiastic private discussion he held with his friends about their childhood was captured on tape), in fact wrote about his emotional experience in Tangier, in adherence to the ethnic narrative.
From the beginning of his essay, Abraham sought to reduce the experience of the trip to the level of a collective ethnic memory. In fact, his first "memories," in his own words, from the trip undermined the significance of re-encountering Morocco itself. He wrote:
The first encounter with our memories had already occurred in Madrid, where the members of the [local Jewish] community smothered us with attention, including the Israeli ambassador, his Excellency Sir S. Ben-Ami . . .44
Subsequently, Abraham mentioned an encounter with the Jewish community in Gibraltar, where the group stopped in order to participate in a festive dinner, which included the singing of piyyutim (piyyut, a religious, liturgical poem) and Sephardic romances. In this context, the current landscape of northern Morocco was depicted through his words with contempt, wrapped in sorrow for the loss of Jewish life:
Then we got off [the bus] for half an hour at the Plaza España (I do not remember the new name [sic!]) . . . No, it is no longer the same clear and pure pearl of the Spanish Zone that we used to know before. Today, there are no more than two Jewish families living there.45
Within this context, Abraham asserted that the participants, who came from Tétouan, had only one wish upon their arrival in the city: to go to the Jewish cemetery, in order to visit the graves of their relatives and ancestors, masking, and reducing in importance, much of the personal and collective experiences captured on tape.46 Obviously, few of his written narratives embodied the most significant personal experiences for Abraham, in comparison with his overall experience while re-encountering his childhood city (as clearly heard throughout the recording).
Another visitor's impression by Salomon Benhayon expressed the same notion even more strongly. Many of his comments concerned the aspirations of the visitors to find their relatives' and ancestors' graves, as if the graves were the only living evidence of their lives in the city. Small wonder then that the adjacent photograph showed a woman mourning at the Jewish cemetery in Tétouan in the early twentieth century.47
MABAT was the principal émigré association of northern Moroccans in Israel who wished to reconnect with their pre-immigration ethnic origins. Its narrative thus became the main 'display window' for the group's self-representation within the context of ethnicity formation in Israel in the 1980s and early 1990s. However, MABAT members were in fact willing to mask 'inappropriate' voices and memories welling up from their past to achieve the social goal of self-definition vis-à-vis other ethnicities. In so doing, they accentuated ethnic moments and places from Morocco, in order to reconstruct ethnic moments and places in Israel. Small wonder than that during the group tour, the collective re-encounter with their home towns resulted in narration-based tensions: the re-encounter triggered challenging, 'inappropriate' voices from the past that generated an alternative collective narrative. The proceeding efforts by MABAT to silence such extra-ethnic narratives within its own post-tour narrative served as further indication of the gap between history and its dynamic form of representation after migration through memory.
This study should thus further challenge the general scholarly and popular notion that 'voices form the past' among Jews from Arab and Muslim countries in Israel represent continuing and absolute ethnic voices that persons would struggle to express or silence within the context of Israeli ethnic tension. As seen at least in the case of northern Moroccans in Israel, the ethnic voice evolved throughout the process of giving it voice. Moreover, throughout the process, the voiced appeared to be multifaceted, highly dynamic and 46 Ibid., 97. 47 Salomon Benhayon, "Viaje MABAT," MABAT Revista 1 (1989) (1990) : 98-99.
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Consequently, it is hoped this study provides a methodological contribution to historians' efforts to reconstruct voices from the past. Despite the critical contributions of edited narratives, they raise methodological obstacles and lacunae: they restrict our ability to trace the shifting mindsets of narrators within dynamic social environments throughout the process of narration. We may begin to overcome this lacuna by means of cross-referencing sources that enable access to more 'free-style' forms of narration: wide-ranging materials including audio recordings and interviews that can provide richer information about the narrators and the context of narration. 
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